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Hey Visionaries!
Spring 2022 classes have officially wrapped up, and the Trojan Vision team is preparing to pack
up for the summer - but not without a few grand finales to share! From special broadcast
episodes to a brand new video podcast series, Trojan Vision is finishing the semester with more
than one bang. Continue reading below to learn how our hardworking team is bringing the spring
semester to a close!

CTPR 409 courses end semester with special episodes
Our 409 courses went live for their final broadcasts of the semester this past week, with some extra
special content! Congratulations to the teams behind The Morning Brew and The Water Cooler for
putting on special, one-hour-long episodes! Soundstage also streamed its last episode of the semester,
featuring an astounding performance from student guitarist Mircea Gogoncea and a sad goodbye to the
show's longtime showrunner, Cameron Glass.

The Scoop finished with a very special episode
featuring an interview with renowned filmmaker
and USC Professor Ted Braun to discuss his new
documentary Viva Maestro, a documentary about

the legendary conductor Gustavo Dudamel of the
LA Philharmonic.

Comedy Live had its final live sketch comedy
show of the semester last April, the 22nd. Just as
with its two previous live shows, the finale was
hilariously entertaining. Congratulations to our
Comedy Live Team and Professor Harrison Merkt
for a successful semester!

The crew, writers, directors, and showrunners of 409 have been an integral part of Trojan Vision
this semester, and we are so happy to see their hard work come to life in these special episodes.
Thank you so much to our CTPR 409 courses for a great semester!

CTPR 404 video podcast available now!
All semester long, the students of CTPR 404 have been working under Professor Jackson Kroopf to
produce a four-part video podcast titled "Behind the Scenes @ SC." Their efforts have finally come to
life with the completion of the podcast episodes - three of which are available to watch today!

Behind the Scenes @ SC takes an in-depth
look at current cultural issues, support
services, and recent events impacting the
USC community in 4 panel-style video
podcasts. The topics are Student Wellness,
Safety and Sexual Assault, Race in Greek
Life, and USC's relationship to its Surrounding
Community.

The first three episodes of Behind the Scenes @ SC are available now on the Trojan Vision YouTube.
The final episode will be released in the coming week, so be sure to follow our social media posts for a
link to the full four episodes of this important and fascinating podcast. Students interested in podcast
production do not want to miss out on this informative and hands-on course. CTPR 404 is open for fall
semester course registration!

Watch Podcasts!

Game Show Production course produces its first pilot!
Trojan Vision's Game Show Production class began the semester with nothing but a blank page, as
Professors JD Roth and Kenneth Johnson encouraged students to use their imaginations to create a
game show from scratch.

Now, the course has designed and developed
a riveting game show called "Roomie Rivals,"
a hilarious show that tests just how well
roommates know each other! The ideation of
the game show was finally executed this past
week, as 409 students shot the pilot episode
of their new show, which will now undergo
post production to prepare for improvements
for next semester. Interested in game show
television? Sign up for CTPR 409 in the fall, so
that you can help to produce Roomie Rivals!

Join Game Show Production!

Campus Vision finishes semester with special episode on Trojan Vision!

Campus Vision's final episode of the semester features interviews with the Trojan Vision
Management team to discuss the various roles involved with running USC's student-run
television station!

In this episode, host Virginia Nelson sits down
with Trojan Vision Managers Ali Furse, Maia
Kirkpatrick, Kelly Osmolski and Phoebe Lai to
hear more about the abundance of work that goes
into managing Trojan Vision. Don't miss out on
this special episode for a behind the scenes look
at our amazing TV team! Watch here.

Watch Campus Vision

Thank you to our Management Team for a productive semester!
As the academic year comes to its close, Trojan Vision would like to give a special thanks to our
incredible Management Team! The events, marketing, and content production done by Trojan Vision
each semester would not be possible without the dedication of these five Trojans.

Ali Furse - Marketing General Manager

As general manager, Ali was responsible for
producing and editing various promotional
videos for Trojan Vision, including the rebrand
of our show graphics, faculty video profiles,
and show spotlights. Ali has maintained Trojan
Vision's social media presence, and has been
the lead of various Trojan Vision advertising
campaigns, including Comedy Live, Let's Talk
TV Webinar, and the new podcast minor,
which includes CTPR 404. Thank you to Ali for
all her hard work!

Kelly Osmolski - Campus Outreach Manager

Kelly, our campus outreach manager,
extended Campus Vision content to include

social justice issues, diversity inclusion
groups, creative organizations and school
specific clubs. Kelly also recruited new
volunteers for Trojan Vision and started a
central B-roll archive to use for Campus Vision
episodes. Kelly's work will continue to have a
positive effect on Trojan Vision in the coming
semesters!

Phoebe Lai - Industry Relations Manager
This year, Phoebe interviewed and created
spotlights for accomplished Trojan Vision alumni,
which were shared with current students to
provide insight into careers in TV Production, and
increased engagement from the Trojan Vision
Alumni Association. She was also reponsible for
producing and hosting Trojan Vision's "Let's Talk
TV" Webinar, a panel event featuring
accomplished directors Kathy Perez and Steven
Martinez. The event was the perfect way to close
out a productive semester!

Maia Kirkpatrick - Assistant Producer
Maia worked this semester to place volunteers in
positions they were most passionate about,
helping students interested in Trojan Vision to find
the position best for them. She also produced a
documentary on Studio B's transformation
following its unfortunate flooding. Maia shot
footage of the studio's rebuilding over the course
of several months, then edited the footage
together to create this documentary. Thank you,
Maia!

Virginia Nelson - Campus Outreach Manager

Virginia worked alongside Kelly this semester
to feature a diverse variety of USC
organizations in Campus Vision episodes.
Virginia also managed and maintained contact
with the organizations interviewed by Campus
Vision in order to ensure continued
communications between Trojan Vision and
the members of USC communities!

Congratulations to our Graduating Seniors!
Trojan Vision congratulates the seniors who will be graduating this spring! Many of these wonderful
students have been part of the Trojan Vision team for several years, and we are sad to see them go.
However, we are confident that these amazing creatives will go on to do great things post-graduation.
Congratulations seniors, and remember to keep in touch!

The end of another great semester!
Congratulations to the entire Trojan Vision team for another successful semester, and a special
congratulations to our graduating seniors! We are so proud of everything that has been produced
this year, and we are very excited to see what projects will be developed next semester. Enjoy
your summer, and see you in the studio in fall!

Cameryn Baker
Newsletter Editor

Look out for our newsletters in the fall!
We're growing! Please help us share our newsletter with Trojan Vision friends, and join our
Facebook community, open to all alumni and students.
Volunteer with Trojan Vision! Our volunteers work in areas of management, production, outreach,
marketing, and alumni relations. For more information please contact info@trojanvision.com.

Connect with us on social media or our website to stay up to date.
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